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 Established and funded by DASD(DT&E) in 2012 to provide Independent PhD level
technical STAT skills to increase T&E efficiency & effectiveness and directly support
DOD major acquisition programs
 Mission: Provide independent advice and assistance to major acquisition programs
in the application of scientific test and analysis techniques toward the development
of test & evaluation strategies and plans and increase the understanding and
effective use of scientific test and analysis techniques in the Department of
Defense’s acquisition community
 Functions
o
o
o
o
o
o

Work directly for Program Managers supporting their efforts for more rigorous T&E
Capture STAT best practices for wider dissemination across acquisition community
Develop case studies that exemplify appropriate use of STAT
Identify STAT research needs and communicate them to the academic community
Provide technical assistance to the DASD(DT&E) as requested
Provide training at the point of need to ensure program led rigor in testing
Using Scientific Test and Evaluations Techniques to ensure testing produces
valuable data that informs Better Buying Power decisions and increases the
information gained in testing to support knowledge-based decisions.
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Defense Science Board Study
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DSB 2012 The Role of Autonomy in DoD Systems Study recommends:
“USD(AT&L) to create developmental and operational T&E
techniques that focus on the unique challenges of autonomy (to include
developing operational training techniques that explicitly build trust in
autonomous systems).”
Recommendation:
USD(AT&L) establish developmental and operational
T&E techniques that focus on the unique challenges of
autonomy
•
Coping with the difficulty of enumerating all
conditions and non-deterministic responses
•
Basis for system decisions often not apparent
to user
•
Measuring trust that the autonomous system
will interact with its human supervisor as intended
•
Leverage the benefits of robust simulation
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Defense Science Board Study
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DSB 2016 Summer Study on Autonomy recommends:
• accelerate DoD’s adoption of autonomous capabilities
• focus on strengthening the operational pull for autonomy, both by better
understanding how others may use autonomy against the U.S., and by
equipping our forces to counter such capabilities
• expand the envelope of technologies available for use on DoD missions
Excerpts:
The first recommendation includes “Creating new test and
evaluation and modeling and simulation paradigms”
“How can autonomous systems benefit from test and
evaluation (T&E) when every time they are used they change
themselves?... and how can we verify that systems are
learning the right things?”
“Extensive verifications, validation, test, and evaluation are
required before fielding autonomous weapons systems.”
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DoD Research & Engineering Autonomy COI TEVV
Working Group
Technology Investment Strategy 2015‐2018
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The TEVV Working Group Strategy recommends:
“Methods must be developed to record, aggregate, leverage, and reuse
M&S and T&E results throughout the system’s engineering lifecycle; from
requirements to model-based designs, to live virtual constructive
experimentation, to open-range testing.”
Goals related to T&E:
Goal 1 – Methods & Tools to Assisting
Requirements Development and Analysis: Precise,
structured standards to automate requirement
evaluation for testability, traceability, and deconfliction. Requirements must be testable.
Goal 3 – Cumulative Evidence through RDT&E,
DT, & OT: Progressive sequential modeling,
simulation, test and evaluation.
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OSD Request
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Dr. C. David Brown, Deputy Assistance Secretary of Defense for Developmental
Test & Evaluation and acting Assistant Secretary of Defense / Research and
Engineering (ASD/R&E) requested STAT T&E COE inform his office on

“How to conduct test and evaluation of Autonomous Systems
and what specific testing methodologies and capabilities need to
be addressed?”
The result was a 24-25 August 2015 workshop in coordination with the
ASD/R&E Autonomy COI TEVV Working Group at which a focused group of
the test community was represented to address the Requirements, Processes,
and Methods to Conduct Test and Evaluation of Autonomous Systems.
This presentation captures the initial work of that workshop and some follow-on.
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A Possible Architecture of an
Autonomous System
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Testing must address not only the learned behavior but the
other components to ensure adequacy
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Characteristics of an
Autonomous System
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Autonomy: The system has a set of intelligence-based capabilities that
allows it to respond to situations that were not pre-programmed or
anticipated (i.e., decision-based responses) prior to system deployment.
Using decision theory, autonomy addresses a decision problem

D  A, X , , u , w, I , C ( I )
Where
A: action space
X: state space
 : outcome space
u : utility function
w: initial wealth (resources)
I : available information
C(I): information cost function.
Testing must address the Inputs – Process – Outputs of this decision and
overall system to inform acquisition decisions and operational risk
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Objective:
• Identify the challenges of testing and evaluating autonomous
systems
• Identify test & evaluation requirements / processes /
methods to address each challenge
• Identify requirements / processes / methods gaps for test &
evaluation of autonomous systems
Challenges:
• Requirements and Measures
• Test Infrastructure and Personnel
• Design for Test
• Test Adequacy & Integration
• Testing Continuum
• Safety / CyberSecurity for Autonomous Systems
• Testing of Human System Teaming
• Post Acceptance Testing
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Requirements and Measures
• Quantify performance of decision engine
• Measures to test adequacy of perception global view
(state space)
• Testing of architecture performance (learning system)
Current requirements / processes / methods
• JCIDS process
• Development of formal language requirements derived form
natural language specifications
• Fitness functions (weighting of potential decisions)
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Quantification of decisionmaking
• Perception state space measures
• Trust measures
• Negative requirements (statements of what the system is
not allowed to do)
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Test Infrastructure and Personnel
• Identify, recruit, and develop people with the right skills
• Identify and develop correct range requirements and
instrumentation
• Develop range world models
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Internships that can be leveraged
• Academic partnerships with AFIT and NPS
• Current statistical engineering push by DOT&E and
DASD(DT&E)
• Capable current ranges (Major Range and Test Facility
Bases [MRTFBs] )
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Personnel gap analysis
• Resources for work force development
• Additional instrumentation requirements
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Design for Test
• Development of a standard framework / architecture
with test API
• Design in the ability to inject stimuli and extract state
space and reasoning
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Simulation and stimulation models and tools
• Integrated reporting and diagnostics
• Developed temporal logic
• Virtual representations of complex information and cyber
environments
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Developed architecture for autonomous systems
• Formal models that bridge the gap from requirements to
design
• Understanding of the human involvement within the
autonomy framework
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Design for Test
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• Goal:
– Have a very high probability of finding manufacturing
defects
– While minimizing the cost of finding the defects

• Original use was to test circuits for manufacturing
defects.
• Sometimes used after deployment to check proper
functioning.
• How do we design for test for autonomous systems?

STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Test Adequacy & Integration
• Development of adequate information for decision makers
• Testing and analysis must account for dynamic learning
• Tracking both positive and negative learning by system
• Accounting for variability due to environment, system learning, and
human-machine interaction (cause & effect challenges)
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Statistical engineering methods (DOE, reliability growth, etc.)
• Developmental evaluation framework
• Software regression testing
• Test & Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) development
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Progressive sequential testing in real time
• Methodology for coverage of space dimension given temporal dynamics
• Process to identify integration points between autonomous and
physical system across the development life cycle
• Understanding of the human involvement within the autonomy
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Testing Continuum
• Development of agile adaptive test procedures
• Maintain continuous awareness of system characteristics
• Next test depends on previous test
• Earlier involvement of test & evaluation to develop system
• Development milestones need to be clearly defined
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Statistical engineering methods (DOE, reliability growth, Bayesian, etc.)
become more critical
• Sequential Test Design
• Existing test processes may need augmentation
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Progressive sequential testing in real time
• Test data management enterprise
• Compositional analysis of data produced from incremental testing
• Shared test designs from use cases
• Models and LVC testbeds that support robust testing while minimizing
15
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Fundamentals of Experimental Design‐
Experiment ‐ Definition
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•

•

A test or a series of tests in which
purposeful changes are made to the input
variable of a process or system to observe
and exploit the relationships between
those changes and changes that may be
observed in the output response
(Montgomery).
The effects model (two‐way ANOVA
example)

yijk    i  j  ( )ij  ijk
•

The regression model (2nd order)
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yijk  ijk th observation
 = overall mean
 i = effect of i th level of factor A
 j = effect of jth level of factor B
( )ij = effect of the interaction between factors A and B
 ijk = random error component
x i = regression variables

 i = linear regression coefficients
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STAT in Test & Evaluation
Requirement(s)

Plan

Basic Test Process

Decompose Mission/System

STAT Infusion

Screening
Characterization

Define Response(s)

Design Factors
Recorded Conditions
Noise

Execute
Analyze

Verification
Optimization

Determine Objective(s)

Define Design Space

Design

Program Level

ID/Clarify/Quantify
STAT Candidates

Understand
Requirements

Select Factor(s) /
Level(s)

Confidence & Power
Signal & Noise
Coverage
Replication

Run Card Generation
Experimental Protocol/Training
Record Deviations
Analysis of (Co)Variance
Response Surface Methodology
Regression Modeling
Multivariate Analysis

Identify Constraint(s)

Create
Test
Matrix

Randomization
Blocking
Disallowed Combinations

Orthogonality
Model Specification
Optimality Criteria

Execute Test

Report Decision Quality Info

Distribution Fitting
Hypothesis Testing
Monte Carlo Simulation
Optimization

Program Decision(s)

Employ a STAT Working Group for Best Results
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Combinatorial Testing
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•

Sometimes it is not practical to
test all possible input
combinations
•

•

For 10 5‐value parameters: exhaustive
testing – about 10 million tests;

Many faults are caused by
interactions of only a few factors
– A NIST study suggests no more
than 6 factors

•

Substantially reduces the number
of tests
– For 10 5‐value parameters
• 2‐way testing – 49 tests;
• 3‐way testing – 307 tests;
• 4‐way testing – 1865 tests

Error detection rates for interaction strengths 1 to 6

Risk Based Designs for
Software Testing
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• A risk based design applies decision analysis in determining
which test cases should be run and in what order.
• This approach has been advocated by OSD in a 2010 memo,
Guideline for Operational Test and Evaluation of Information
and Business Systems.
• The approach prioritizes what features of a software system
and their associated scenarios/cases should be run based on
a weighted average of various risk attribute scores.
• These scores place emphasis on higher level capabilities or
functionality required by the software system versus testing
each individual requirement.
• The goal here is to fit test time to given resource constraints.

STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Safety / CyberSecurity for Autonomous Systems
• Provide evidence that the system will behave safely, securely, and
reliability in mission context
• Cannot test all cases
• Potentially exploitable algorithms
• Manage, mitigate, and define risks
• Real time prediction
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Safety case methods
• Real time test terminations / aborts
• Safety clearance processes
• System safety analysis
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Cyber self diagnostics
• Processes for graceful degradation and recovery
• Ability to change level of autonomy
• Formal argument generators
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Testing of Human System Teaming
• Characterize and Measure performance of human-machine partnership
• Measure shared situational awareness
• Testing human-machine tradespace
• Testing heterogeneous autonomous systems
• Measuring difference between human intent and machine actions
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Human effectiveness measures
• Human factor design requirements
• Designed experiments that account for human factors
• Decision support system assessment processes
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Trust metrics & assessment
• Methodology for evaluating varying levels of autonomy
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STAT COE Workshop on T&E for
Autonomous Systems
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Challenge: Post Acceptance Testing
• Recurring, periodic assessment of compliance with existing, newly
introduced or learned rules or constraints
• Assessing the value of learning
Current requirements / processes / methods
• Short term maintenance and inspections
• Long term overhauls
• Assurance and acceptance sampling
• Statistical process control
• Block / spiral updates
Requirements / processes / methods gaps
• Structured training events after fielding of system
• “Health maintenance” system for field based learning
• Progressive Licensure
• Real-time data capture analysis with feedback to larger database
• Big data analysis
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Timeline of Challenges
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Materiel
Development
Decision

ICD

MS “A”

Materiel Solution Sponsor
Approved
Analysis
CDD

MS “B”

Technology
Development

CDD

MS “C”

Engineering &
Manufacturing
Development

CPD

Production &
Deployment

• Requirements and Measures
• Test Infrastructure and Personnel
• Design for Test
• Test Adequacy & Integration
• Testing Continuum
• Safety / CyberSecurity for Autonomous Systems
• Testing of Human System Teaming
• Post Acceptance Testing
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Summary
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• Improved Statistical Engineering Methods are needed to support both
developmental and operational testing of autonomous systems to
address systems interacting with a dynamic environment in a nondeterministic manner
• Processes and Methods need to be developed to address Inputs –
Process – Outputs of autonomous systems
• Measures must be developed to address state space adequacy, trust,
and human-machine interaction
• Design of experiment methods must be developed for defining test
cases and expected results that overcome the difficulty of
enumerating all conditions and non-deterministic responses that
autonomy will generate in response to complex environments
• Models and LVC testbeds are needed that support robust testing
while minimizing risk and cost
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Questions
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